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PHOTO:  North Korean workers 
deepen the bed of a river and rein-
force its embankments in the city of 
Chongjin, 23 April 2004. The anti-
flooding operation was supported by 
the United Nations. (AFP, WFP, Gerald 
Bourke)

Iraqi dictator Saddam HuSSein was an irritant to the united 
States and defied the international community over his weapons pro-

grams for a decade, causing some u.S. leaders to push for removing him 
and transforming iraq into a democratic state. unfortunately, few of those 
leaders thought seriously about how to accomplish the second half of their 
aim; thus, we are going on our fifth year in iraq with no end in sight. one 
lesson we should learn from this mistake is that we must plan now for stability 
operations in countries where the risk of regime collapse is greatest.

north Korea has been a u.S. adversary responsible for the deaths of 
thousands of american service members over the past 55 years, and it is 
the only country in the world that holds a commissioned u.S. naval vessel 
hostage.1 it also possesses stockpiles of chemical and biological weapons, 
has an advanced ballistic missile program, and recently detonated a nuclear 
weapon. the nations within range of its medium-range missiles include 3 of 
the world’s top 11 economies; combined, the 3 nations contain one-fourth 
of the world’s population2 and are responsible for nearly one-fifth of the 
world’s trade volume.3 today, north Korea faces the very real threats of 
internal collapse or forced regime change. either event would create one 
of the greatest humanitarian crises of modern times overnight. infectious 
diseases, severe economic burdens, and even weapons of mass destruction 
could spread across the borders north Korea shares with some of the world’s 
greatest economic and military powers. 

Background
after the Japanese surrender in 1945, Soviet troops occupied the Korean 

peninsula north of the 38th parallel while american troops occupied the 
area south of it. the Soviets installed dictator Kim il-sung in the north 
and oversaw establishment of the democratic Peoples republic of Korea 
(dPrK). in the south, the u.S. installed Princeton-educated Korean exile 
rhee Syng-man, who established the republic of Korea (roK) and became 
its first president. after the americans and the Soviets withdrew nearly all 
of their forces from Korea in 1950, Kim il-sung’s dPrK invaded the roK 
and nearly unified the peninsula by force. an american-led un interven-
tion averted South Korea’s extinction and almost reunified Korea under a 
democratic government, but china entered the war, producing a stalemate 
that continues to this day. 

during the 55 years since the end of the Korean War, the united States 
has kept troops in South Korea to maintain the un-brokered armistice that 
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ended the conflict. over 36,000 american Soldiers 
died during the Korean War.4 north Korea has 
killed more than 750 others since the signing of 
the armistice.5

in recent years, the north Korean regime has 
defied the united States and the international com-
munity with its ballistic missile and nuclear weap-
ons programs. the u.S. and north Korea nearly 
went to war over the latter’s nuclear program before 
the countries signed the 1994 agreed Framework, 
which was supposed to impose a freeze on the 
dPrK’s nuclear ambitions.6 north Korean bel-
ligerence continued, however. Soon after it signed 
the agreed Framework, the dPrK began a secret 
uranium enrichment program in violation of that 
agreement, the non-Proliferation treaty, and a 1992 
inter-Korean denuclearization agreement.7 under 
the leadership of Kim il-sung’s son, Kim Jong-il, 
who took over upon his father’s death in 1994, the 
dPrK has continued to expand its missile program. 
in 1998 it fired a missile through Japanese airspace, 
and in 2006 it carried out additional tests over the 
Sea of Japan. its ultimate act of defiance was an 
october 2006 nuclear test detonation. 

Humanitarian Costs of Defiance
the dPrK’s defiance of the international com-

munity and expansion of its military capabilities 
has come at a great human cost. Since the mid-
1990s, north Koreans have lived through a series 
of famines that various scholars estimate have killed 
between 600,000 and 2.5 million people (mostly 
between 1994 and 1998).8 many factors have 
caused the famines, but the main ones are the loss 
of Soviet subsidies, the allocation of funds to weap-
ons instead of food imports, politically motivated 
discrimination in food distribution, poor central-
ized farming management, and massive flooding 
brought on by deforestation of many north Korean 
mountains. numerous refugees have confirmed 
reports of cannibalism in the dPrK.9

north Korea watchers viewed the regime’s 1997 
decision to accept international food aid as a sign 
of desperation or even potential collapse. Because 
the regime had long prided itself on its juche (“self-
reliance”) philosophy, accepting international 
food aid meant abandoning its guiding principle. 
However, while the international community was 
spending money and resources to end the north 

Korean famine, Kim Jong-il was busy consolidating 
his power by implementing a songun (“military-
first”) policy, which effectively supplanted juche. 
under songun, Kim gave much of the donated 
food aid—and additional funding as well—to the 
military before any north Korean civilians got it. 
Perversely, in the midst of one of the worst famines 
the world had seen in decades, north Korea began 
to expand its military. 

Signs of Collapse
in a recent article in the Atlantic Monthly, author 

robert Kaplan imagines how the collapse of north 
Korea might look. in his view, it will not be a single 
event, but rather a process with seven identifiable 
phases:

depletion of resources. ●
Failure to maintain infrastructure around the  ●

country due to resource depletion.

World Food Program emergency supplies are unloaded 
in the port city of Chongjin, North Hamgyong Province, 
North Korea, 20 August 1997. Outside aid was sent to 
North Korea where flooding, bad harvests, and years of 
agricultural mismanagement created food shortages. 
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rise of independent fiefs informally controlled  ●
by local party apparatchiks or warlords, along with 
widespread corruption to circumvent a failing cen-
tral government.

attempted suppression of these fiefs by the  ●
regime once it feels that they have become too 
powerful.

active resistance against the central government. ●
Fracture of the regime. ●
Formation of a new national leadership. ● 10

Kaplan argues that north Korea reached phase 
four in the mid-1990s but was prevented from 
reaching phase five—insurrection—by the inter-
national food assistance, which effectively stopped 
the famine by 1998. However, in Rogue Regime, 
journalist Jasper Becker documents numerous 
phase-five acts of resistance against Kim Jong-il’s 
regime, the most significant of which occurred in 
1995 when senior officers of the north Korean 
Vi corps, based in chongjin, north Korea’s 
third-largest city, hatched a plan to capture key 
governmental facilities, gain support from the Vii 
corps further south in Hamhung, and march on 
Pyongyang.11 the plot failed, but it clearly showed 
cracks in Kim’s control.

the growing flood of refugees from north Korea 
is another sign of impending 
regime collapse. When govern-
ments cannot govern properly, 
their citizens search for better 
alternatives. this is happening in 
north Korea today, even though 
defecting from the country poses 
daunting challenges. despite the 
rough ocean waters surrounding 
the country on two sides, a few 
north Koreans have success-
fully defected by boat.12 an even 
smaller number, mostly soldiers, 
have defected across the heavily 
fortified demilitarized zone into 
South Korea.13 most north Kore-
ans who escape their homeland, 
however, do so by crossing the 
cold waters of the Yalu or tumen 
rivers into china, even though 
chinese and north Korean border 
guards heavily patrol both rivers. 
these geographical barriers and 

the authorities’ efforts notwithstanding, the flow of 
north Korean refugees into china continues.

north Koreans who succeed in crossing into 
china can attempt to survive there, but under 
the terms of an agreement between Beijing and 
Pyongyang, china returns any north Koreans 
it catches to the dPrK, where they face terms 
in prison camps or execution. When defectors 
began entering foreign embassy compounds and 
consulates in china and claiming refugee status, 
chinese authorities increased the security around 
the diplomatic facilities. defectors seeking a more 
accommodating place of refuge usually try to 
cross through china into thailand, Vietnam, and 
mongolia and thence into South Korea. in 2004, 
Vietnam permitted the roK to airlift 468 north 
Korean refugees to Seoul.14 

Since the end of the Korean War, 8,740 north 
Koreans have successfully defected to South Korea. 
over 7,000 of those defections occurred during the 
last four years despite increased chinese and north 
Korean efforts to crack down on the flow, and many 
expect this pace of defections to continue through 
2007.15 the united States recently began accepting 
north Korean defectors for the first time under the 
new north Korean Human rights act.16 

Soldiers carrying the North Korean flag and shovels march in the outskirts of 
Sinuiju along a fenced border shared with Dandong, China, 16 October 2006. 
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Because defectors hide from chinese authori-
ties, there is no way to know how many there are in 
china. Groups that aid defectors estimate the number 
at 100,000 to 300,000.17 if even the lowest estimate 
is accurate, approximately 1 out of every 230 north 
Koreans has defected to china. the continuing flow 
of defections suggests that the regime is already 
losing control at the periphery of the country. 

other signs of the regime’s loss of control are 
mass defections by border guards, jailbreaks, a rise 
in trading to replace the dysfunctional rationing 
system, a proliferation of cell phones and dVds 
that bring in information from abroad, and even a 
reported mass escape from one of north Korea’s 
notorious concentration camps. Several journal-
ists have reported on hunger, dissent, and isolated 
acts of resistance inside north Korea, a noteworthy 
fact given the extraordinary secretiveness of Kim’s 
regime.18 defectors still flow out of the country, 
and massive floods have wiped out many of north 
Korea’s food crops.19 all these events are having 
an impact on regime stability. Without dramatic 
reforms, which appear unlikely, conditions will 
only worsen. How much longer will it be before 
the regime loses all control of the country?  

a desperate fear of regime 
collapse may best explain 
why Kim Jong-il ordered bal-
listic missile and nuclear tests 
within months of each other 
in 2006. arguably, the tests 
were less for international 
consumption and more about 
domestic politics.20 With the 
regime showing signs of 
cracking, Kim may have felt 
compelled to shore up mili-
tary support for it. the north 
Korean military has long 
wanted the prestige and secu-
rity it believes nuclear weap-
ons would bring. in addition, 
of course, nuclear weapons 
would give the dPrK a tacti-
cal advantage in any conflict 
with South Korea. despite the 
huge size of its armed forces, 
north Korea has no conven-
tional advantage over South 

Korea now because its aging tanks and aircraft are 
nearly at the end of their service. By allowing the 
military to advance its ballistic missile and nuclear 
programs, Kim Jong-il has secured his gener-
als’ continuing loyalty and thus internal security. 
additionally, as the nuclear and missile programs 
advance, the dPrK will gain the ability to deter 
any external threat of regime removal.

missiles and nuclear weapons may help Kim 
Jong-il win the military’s loyalty, but that does 
not mean he and his regime will win the people’s 
admiration. missiles and nuclear weapons do not 
feed families or develop economies. only economic 
reform can change the plight of north Korea’s 
people. Kim Jong-il tried reforms in 2002, but 
reversed himself when it became apparent that they 
were accelerating the decay of state control. 

as long as starvation, economic decline, and 
defections continue, the regime’s collapse is 
inevitable. increasingly clear signs suggest that the 
collapse could begin at any time. Because regime 
collapse carries with it the terrifying risk of nuclear, 
chemical, and biological weapons proliferation, it is 
imperative that the united States thoroughly pre-
pare for such a possibility now. 

A missile unit of the Korean People’s Army in Kim II Sung Square, Pyongyang, 
during a military parade to celebrate the Army’s 75th anniversary, 25 April 2007. 
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The Northeast Asia Project
the fact that china is preparing for north Korea’s 

collapse is one of the clearest indications of how 
real the threat is. after last year’s north Korean 
ballistic missile and nuclear tests, the chinese 
carefully avoided any punishments that could trig-
ger the regime’s fall.21 in recent years, the chinese 
have deployed thousands more soldiers to fortify 
their border with north Korea.22 although the 
conventional explanation for this is china’s desire 
to keep refugees and defectors inside north Korea, 
Kaplan argues that china is deploying the soldiers 
to provide a quick-reaction force to occupy north 
Korea if the regime falls. 

in fact, the chinese have been busy laying the 
political, diplomatic, and historical foundations for 
an occupation and perhaps even an annexation of 
north Korea. over the past few years, china has 
funded what it calls “the northeast asia Project.”23 
the goal of this project, as with similar efforts to 
reclaim the histories of tibet and east turkestan in 
the west, is to turn the history of the ancient Korean 
Koguryeo kingdoms into Chinese history.24 thus, 
Beijing has registered Koguryeo historic sites with 
the united nations educational, Scientific, and 
cultural organization (uneSco) while formulat-
ing its own historical accounts of the kingdoms.25 
at the same time, it has tried to block north Korean 
attempts to register Koguryeo sites inside north 
Korea as Korean.26 the chinese have even claimed 
mount Paekdu, on the Sino-Korean border, as a chi-
nese uneSco site.27 the significance of this is hard 
to overstate: mount Paektu is the mythical birthplace 
of the Korean people, a site of enormous historical, 
spiritual, and political significance to Koreans. For 
example, north Korea’s official mythology claims 
that Kim Jong-il was born on Paektu. 

the ancient Koguryeo Kingdom once encom-
passed a large portion of northeast china as well 
as the entirety of north Korea. in tandem with its 
historical gambit, china has also been settling more 
Han chinese in its northeastern territory, particu-
larly in the Yanbian Korean autonomous Prefec-
ture, which has a large population of ethnic Koreans 
who still speak Korean. the attempt to “Han-ify” 
Yanbian has been so successful that Beijing recently 
suggested it might disband the autonomous zone. in 
actuality, then, as well as in history, china seems to 
be trying to supplant the north Koreans.

Whatever its aims are, china clearly takes the risk 
of a north Korean collapse seriously and is making 
plans either to mitigate the ensuing calamity or seize 
an opportunity. 

considering the poverty, chaos, infrastructure 
decay, and humanitarian problems north Korea 
faces, one might ask why china would want to 
occupy it. First, china does not want refugees carry-
ing a massive humanitarian crisis across its borders, 
particularly before or during the 2008 olympics. 
Second, china wants to shape the region’s politi-
cal geography in its favor, and it is not in china’s 
interest to have a free, united, prosperous, and 
pro-american Korea as a military or economic 
competitor combining cheap north Korean labor 
with South Korean technology. third, china wants 
to develop its landlocked, economically backward 
northeast by gaining access to nearby north Korean 
seaports.28 china could achieve all this by establish-
ing a puppet state or by fully incorporating north 
Korea into china proper as a new Korean autono-
mous area. if china follows the same model it did in 
tibet—first incorporating tibet’s history and then 
its territory—it is difficult to imagine a country that 
would be in a position to stop it. in short, the united 
States needs to take the threat of regime collapse in 
north Korea as seriously as china does.

A New Strategy
american military and political thinkers today 

are focused on creating policies to govern stability 
operations, but this invariably presumes the deploy-
ment of american Soldiers to advance u.S. inter-
ests. direct stability operations are needed in iraq 
and afghanistan, but are they always necessary?

i propose the united States should adopt a new 
stability operations strategy, one based not on the 
deployment of american Soldiers but, rather, on setting 
conditions and providing logistical support for a third 
country to conduct stability operations that advance 
u.S. interests. For several reasons, the Korean penin-
sula is an excellent candidate for such a strategy. 

the united States should begin creating the 
diplomatic conditions now to justify and support a 
South Korean-led occupation of north Korea. the 
best way to begin is by winning the information war 
inside north Korea. a widespread and persistent, 
although increasingly discredited, view holds that 
north Korea is belligerent because it really wants 
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normalization and engagement with the rest of the 
world. a more believable theory, strategic disen-
gagement, suggests that Kim Jong-il really wants to 
isolate his people from the rest of the world because 
allowing them to engage with it would expose the 
fraudulence of his propaganda and destabilize his 
regime.29 the u.S. must therefore challenge the 
Kim regime’s control of information by increasing 
radio broadcasts into the country and helping move 
more radios across north Korea’s borders.30 until 
recently, radios available inside north Korea were 
fixed to receive a single, government-controlled 
frequency. today, more radios that people can tune 
to stations outside north Korea are being smuggled 
into the country. 

By creating a radio audience now, the u.S. can 
begin building the legitimacy of the South Korean 
Government in the minds of north Koreans. radio 
broadcasts could also combat the official north 
Korean media’s ferocious anti-american propa-
ganda. When the inevitable regime collapse happens, 
the north Korean people will use their radios to seek 
information. through their already established radio 
audience, the u.S. and South Korea would be able 
to pass information about humanitarian relief opera-
tions to the citizens of north Korea. 

We know that radio broadcasts from the outside 
world already influence the north Koreans. the 
best single example of this is prominent author and 
former north Korean labor camp survivor Kang 
chol-hwan, who decided to defect after listening to 
South Korean and Japanese broadcasts on an illegal 
radio.31 if radio broadcasts are influential enough 
to encourage north Korean citizens to defect, they 
can be equally effective in setting conditions for an 
occupation of north Korea. 

congress has already authorized key parts of 
this strategy with unanimous passage of the north 
Korean Human rights act, which authorizes the 
president to fund private and nonprofit groups to 
“promote human rights, democracy, rule of law, 
and the development of a market economy in north 
Korea.”32 the act also states that “the President is 
authorized to take such actions as may be necessary 
to increase the availability of information inside 
north Korea by increasing the availability of sources 
of information not controlled by the Government 
of north Korea, including such sources as radios 
capable of receiving broadcasts from outside of 

north Korea.”33 thus authorized, the u.S. recently 
provided funding to increase radio broadcasts in 
north Korea to up to 10 hours per day.34 

We can and should do more than this. For starters, 
congress should fund 24-hour radio broadcasting to 
build the widest possible audience in north Korea.35 

We should also consider cultivating, organizing, 
and funding some of the dissident organizations 
and media that have already begun operating inside 
north Korea. Such groups publish anti-regime 
flyers and posters, interview residents and file news 
reports, smuggle religious literature, and even take 
clandestine video.36 With more resources, they might 
be able to provide u.S. military planners with essen-
tial intelligence that could help them anticipate the 
population’s post-collapse needs for food, drinking 
water, medical care, and other essential services.

even as the united States fights an information 
war to shape a post-Kim Jong-il north Korea, the 
u.S. military must prepare urgently for the inevi-
table regime collapse. military leaders who will be 
called upon to help stabilize north Korea do not 
have the option to forego planning for things they 
hope will not happen. However, there are few signs 
that united States Forces Korea has been planning 
or training for Kim’s fall. 

this is not due to a lack of vision. in 2006, 
u.S. military planners wanted to start preparing a 

North Korean leader Kim Jong-il acknowledging applause 
from soldiers as he inspects Korean People’s Army Unit 
1286. 
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detailed operational plan (oPLan) with the South 
Korean military to prepare jointly for the possibil-
ity of a north Korean collapse. However, the roK 
Government was afraid such planning might offend 
north Korea, so the two nations reached a com-
promise: they would develop a contingency plan 
(conPLan) instead of a full-fledged oPLan.37 
conPLan 5029-05, to be completed by the end of 
2007, focuses on controlling the spread of weapons 
of mass destruction and handling refugees fleeing 
the country in the event of a collapse. conPLan 
5029-05 might be the beginning of planning for the 
possibility of a north Korean collapse, but it is still 
woefully inadequate. 

Stopping nuclear weapons dissemination and the 
exodus of refugees is extremely important, but as 
the u.S. military’s experience in iraq has taught us, 
providing for security, the rule of law, and govern-
ment services immediately after a conflict is also 
essential. Who will stop the inevitable looting that 
will begin after a regime collapse? Who will prevent 
north Koreans from taking revenge against regime 
security forces and others who had oppressed them? 
the north Koreans rely on government food rations. 
if the regime collapses, who will provide food for 
the country’s 23 million citizens? Several infectious 
diseases—scarlet fever, measles, typhoid, paraty-
phoid, and typhus—are reportedly spreading inside 
north Korea now. Who will enforce quarantines and 
treat the sick? Who will establish law and order in 
a country filled with small arms and explosives? 
Who will stand up a government that the citizens of 
north Korea will accept after a collapse? these are 
just a few questions that need answers. the virulent 
anti-american indoctrination of the north Korean 
people complicates matters enormously. this is why 
it might be better for South Korea to reestablish 
basic services and order in post-Kim Jong-il north 
Korea, not the united States.

the republic of Korea, not the united States, is 
best prepared to occupy north Korea. South Korean 
soldiers can cross the dmZ with the advantages of 
having a shared language and culture, as represen-
tatives of a legitimate, prosperous Korean nation. 
american Soldiers should not enter north Korea 
except under the most limited of circumstances. 
everything the united States does after a north 
Korean collapse should be in the context of building 
up the South Korean Government’s legitimacy in 

the eyes of north Koreans. moving large u.S. troop 
formations into north Korea with the roK military 
would create the perception that the South Koreans 
are american puppets, which is what dPrK propa-
ganda has taught north Koreans since their birth. 
the united States must avoid taking any actions that 
could validate such a belief. Keeping u.S. forces 
out of north Korea would also strengthen the u.S. 
diplomatic case for preventing chinese forces from 
moving into the country.

Putting a South Korean face on the occupation 
may come with some costs, but it is essential for 
building the roK Government’s legitimacy. the 
roK military must prepare a detailed, city-by-city 
plan to provide the same essential services the north 
Korean regime (sometimes) provides today, begin-
ning with security and food supplies. the roK 
military has roughly 600,000 active-duty troops 
available and can activate hundreds of thousands 
of reserve soldiers and members of the Korean 
Service corps. With a population nearly twice that 
of north Korea, South Korea has plenty of man-
power to execute an occupation. only its logistical 
infrastructure needs some improvement. the roK 
military must stockpile rations, medicine, blankets, 
clothing, and other humanitarian relief supplies and 
be ready to deliver them instantly in the event of 
regime collapse. 

Japan may be able to assist South Korea in this 
humanitarian crisis. it too should be involved in 
post-collapse planning, but its role must be even 
more carefully limited than that of the united 
States. With its great resources and ideal location 
near Korea, Japan could support the occupation and 
reconstruction of north Korea with funding, airlift 
capacity, and additional stockpiles of humanitar-
ian aid. Koreans, however, have long been hostile 
toward Japan because of its occupation of the 
Korean peninsula before and during World War ii. 
For this reason, Japanese nationals—and above all, 
Japanese military personnel—should stay out of 
north Korea during the initial reconstruction phase. 
Japan can reduce historical animosities toward 
Korea and make an important goodwill gesture to 
the Korean people by spearheading a major humani-
tarian relief operation in which Koreans deliver the 
aid. Japan’s ensuing influence in a unified Korea 
could help offset any chinese effort to achieve 
hegemony over the peninsula. 
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the u.S., for its part, could also provide some of 
the logistical assistance needed to ensure a quick, 
effective response to the Kim regime’s fall. the u.S. 
military has a logistical network in South Korea to 
conduct the reception, staging, and onward movement 
of troops and equipment into South Korea in antici-
pation of any potential conflict. it should adapt this 
network to transport humanitarian aid to designated 
roK military logistical locations near the dmZ. 

the united States could also reduce the cost and 
pain of north Korean reconstruction by prepar-
ing Koreans to rebuild their own nation. the u.S. 
should begin training the north’s future doctors, 
teachers, journalists, and political and business 
leaders now. north Korean defectors accepted into 
the united States can be taught essential nation-
building skills. the united States allowed the first 
such defectors asylum in 2006, but the numbers so 
far have been small.38 accepting and training more 
north Korean defectors will help create an educated 
class of citizens that will be critical in shaping the 
former north Korea’s future. 

in the final analysis, however, South Korea 
must bear most of the burden of reconstruction. 
a failure to prepare for this monumental task 
risks losing the Korean dream of reunification 
to chinese hegemony. if South Korea cannot 
occupy the dPrK immediately and effectively, 
china will.

Paving the way for South Korea’s successful 
occupation and reconstruction of north Korea 
requires urgent planning and action now. the 
united States can begin by— 

escalating the information war. ●
developing a detailed city-by-city oPLan.  ●
Persuading South Korea (with Japanese and  ●

u.S. logistical support), to take a leading role in a 
post-collapse north Korea. 

South Korea’s readiness to occupy and stabilize 
north Korea will determine whether the Korean 
people will ever achieve their dream of a unified, 
democratic Korean peninsula. if not, the world may 
see the creation of yet another chinese autonomous 
area. MR

A South Korean Navy SEAL team conducts joint military operations in urban terrain training with U.S. Special Forces at 
Rodriguez Range Complex, South Korea, 24 March 2007, during exercise Reception, Staging, Onward movement, and 
Integration/Foal Eagle 2007.
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